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Abstract 
Closure spaces have been previously investigated by Paul Edelman and Robert Jamison as 
‘convex geometries’. Consequently, a number of the results given here duplicate theirs. However, 
we employ a slightly different, but equivalent, defining axiom which gives a new flavor to our 
presentation. 
The major contribution is the definition of a partial order on all subsets, not just closed (or 
convex) subsets. It is shown that the subsets of a closure space, so ordered, form a lattice 
with regular, although non-modular, properties. Investigation of this lattice becomes our primary 
focus. 
1. Introduction 
We let U denote some universe of interest, that is a set of elements, points, or 
phenomena. Individual points of U will be denoted by lowercase letters: a, b,. . . , p, 
q,. . E U. Elements of the power set, 2”, we will denote by uppercase letters: 
. . . . X,Y,ZC U (or E 2U). 
Our goal will be to partially order these power set elements. A straightforward partial 
order by inclusion yields a relatively uninteresting boolean lattice, B,. If, instead, one 
looks at some underlying structure of the points in ZJ, then uses this to determine the 
partial order, more interesting results can be obtained. 
In [ 181 the author defined a convexity concept in directed graphs and demonstrated 
that the collection of convex subsets, partially ordered by inclusion, formed a lower 
semi-modular lattice. Edelman [6] independently demonstrated the more general result 
that any lattice of closed sets would be lower semi-modular if the closure operator 
satisfied an anti-exchange property. He and Jamison refined these ideas to develop a 
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theory of convex geometries [7]. The relationship between convex geometries, anti- 
matroids and matroids is well covered by Korte et al. in [ 151. 
In all these cited works, the partial order on the power set is by subset inclusion 
and it is only the lattice of closed subsets that has interesting structure. Adachi, in [l], 
proposed a different partial order which explicitly involved a closure operator. 2 But, 
the power set so ordered is only a semi-lattice. In this paper we introduce a partial 
ordering of the subsets of 2 ’ induced by any closure operator cp. It will be shown 
that if cp is ‘uniquely generated’ then 2”, so ordered, is a lattice _5? whose sublattice 
of closed elements is precisely that of Edelman. Moreover it will be shown that the 
structure of _!Z over non-closed elements has a regularity that permits the enumeration 
and reconstruction of uniquely generated closures on n elements. 
2. Closure operators 
By a closure operator, cp, we mean an operator 2” -% 2” satisfying the standard 
closure axioms: 
(Cl) X&x.% 
(C2) X c Y implies X.9 G Y.cp, 
(C3) X.cp.cp =X$ = Xcp, 
which are commonly called the Kuratowski Closure Axioms. 3 A set XC U is said to 
be closed if X.cp = X. The pair (17, q) is called a closure space [lo]. 
Closure operators are common in mathematics and other disciplines. For example, the 
spanning operator of linear algebra is a closure operator, as are reachability operators 
in graph theory, and all convex hull operators. In computer science, the transaction 
operator of concurrent processing is a closure operator as are certain greedy algorithms. 
The following lemma reviews a number of closure properties that are virtually im- 
mediate from the axioms (Clt(C3). 
Lemma 2.1. The following are basic closure properties: 
(a) If C is closed and X G C CX.(p then C = X.cp (i.e. X.cp is the smallest closed 
set containing X). 
(b) X.cp u Y.9 C(X u Y).cp. 
(c) (X n Y).cp cx.rp n Y.cp. 
(d) X.cp n Y.cp is closed 
(e) X.q fl Y.cp = 0 for any X, Y implies 0.q = 0. 
(f) lJ.cp = u. 
* Adachi developed his paper with respect to only a single ‘lower ideal’ closure operator, but it can be easily 
extended to any uniquely generated closure operator. 
3 Note that we are using the standard algebraic notation found in [9,12], in which binary operations are 
denoted by infix expressions and unary operations are denoted by suffix expressions. This simplifies notation 
when closure is composed with other operators. The, technically redundant, dot delimiter facilitates automatic 
parsing in the kind of computer applications for which this theory is being developed. 
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in terms of closure concepts [3, lo]. One can also postulate an anti-exchange property, 
of the form 
if p, q 6 X.rp then p E (X U {q}).(p implies q 6 (X U {p}).(p (2) 
which characterizes alignments [8], colzvex geometries [7], and anti-matroids [15]. In 
the following development, we will make exclusive use of (C5), which we choose to 
call the unique generation property. However, as asserted in [11,7], 
Theorem 2.4. A closure operator is uniquely generated if and only if it satisfies the 
anti-exchange property (2). 
Proof. (Unique generation implies anti-exchange). Let p,q $ X.9, and let 
P 6 (X U {q)).(P. Assume 4 E (X U {P>>.cP. Then (X U {P}>.(P = W U {q}),cp, 
so that by the unique generation property Xcp = (X U {p}).cp implying p E X.cp, a 
contradiction. 
(Anti-exchange implies unique generation). Let X.cp = Y.cp. Let Mx be a minimal 
set contained in X such that Mx.cp = X.cp. We claim that Mx C Y. 
Let p E Mx. We note that (A4x - {p}).cpcX(p. Now, suppose p @’ Y. Let 
8 c M’ C Y be a minimal set such that (Mx - {p} u M’).cp = X.cp. Let q E M’ and let 
Z=Mx-{p}UM’-{q}. Then(Mx--{p}UM’-{q}).cp=Z.rpcX.(p. Now, p,q$Z, 
but p E (ZU {q}).(p = Xcp and q E (ZU {p}).cp = X.cp, contradicting the anti-exchange 
axiom. Consequently, Mx & Y. Since Mx CX n Y implies Mx.cp = X.cp C(X n Y).cp, 
equality holds. 0 
Consequently, uniquely generated closures are completely equivalent to those of 
abstract convex geometries. Nevertheless, approaching this material from a different 
direction leads to different insights that appear to be of value in both lattice theory and 
computer applications. An example of the latter is the transaction concept of operating 
systems [17] which permeates concurrent database theory [2]; it is an explicit closure 
operator. 
The last two properties are relatively strong. We would note that: (a) (C6) 
clearly implies (C5); that (b) Kuratowski [16] originally included (C7) as one of 
the closure axioms, because all closed sets in a topological space satisfy it; and that (c) 
If a closure operator, cp, satisfies both (C6) and (C7) then it must be an ‘identity’ 
operator. 4 
Z is said to cover X, which we denote X4, Z, if X # Z and for any Y such that 
X<,Y<,Z, either X = Y or Y = Z. Covering relationships are fundamental to the 
definition of both modularity and height functions in lattices. 
4 More accurately, 9 must have the form X.9 = X U S, where S is any fixed subset. If S = 0, so that 
8.9 = 0, then for all X, X.9 =X, the ‘identity’ operator. 
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Theorem 2.5 (Fundamental Covering Theorem). If p $X then 
(a) X<,XU{p} ifandonly ifp@‘X.cp, 
(b) X U {p} <,X if and only if p E X.cp, 
where (a) is u couer if and only if (X u {p}).cp sX.cp U {p} and (b) is always a 
covering relationship. 
Moreover, if cp is uniquely generated then (a) and (b) characterize all covering 
relations in (2’, GfP). 
Proof. (a) Readily X C_(X U {p}).cp; thus X 6,X U {p} ifs (X U {p}) n X.cp LX ifs 
p @‘Xv. The issue is to establish the covering relationship. Let (XU{p}).cp CX(pU{p} 
and let Y be such that X < ,Y < pX U {p}. By Lemma 2.3(g), X & Y. We assume that 
X # Y, else we are done. For q E Y-X, q $X.cp sinceX6,Y. Y C(XU{p}).cpCX.cpU 
{p} by assumption. Thus, if q E Y - X, q E {p} that is q = p. Hence X is covered 
by X U {p} in GP. 
(b) Readily X n (X U {p}).(p LX; thus X U {p} 2 X.cp ifs p E X.cp. Let Y be such 
thatXU{p}<.Y<,X. AgainXCY. AssumeXf Y. Let q E Y-X. Y<,,X implies 
Y C X.q so in particular q E X.cp. X U {p} d .Y implies Y n (X U {p}).cp CX U {p}. 
Soq~Xu{p} Thusq=p. 
Now assume that cp is uniquely generated, and that Y covers X. By Lemma 2.3(e), 
weknowX6,,,XUYd,Y,andthuseitherX=XUYorY=XUYbythecovering 
property. Simplifying, either Y c X or X c Y. 
In the first case, suppose 3p E X - Y. Let 2 = Y U {p} so that Y c Z C X. 
Since X d ,Y, by Lemma 2.3(b), X < Q Z < .Y. Thus by the covering assumption, 
Z = X = Y U {p}. Consequently, case (b) of the proposition holds immediately. 
For the case X c Y, assume that 1 Y - XI >, 2. Our goal is to show that Y cannot 
cover X. First, suppose that for some p,q E Y - X, (X U {p}).cp = (X U {q}).(p. 
By unique generation property, (X U {p}).‘p = (X U {q}).‘p = X.cp. Let Z = X U 
{p}. X CX U {p} C Y. By Lemma 2.3(a), X <,,X U {p}, and X U {p} <,Y, since 
Y n (X U {p}).cp = Y fl X.cp C X C: X U {p} C Y.cp, thus contradicting the covering 
assumption. 
On the other hand, if we suppose that (X U {p}).cp # (X U {q}).(p for all p,q, then 
by the pigeon hole principle, for at least one p, (X U { p}).cp 2 X.cp U {p}. Now apply 
case (a) to 
to establish <@ and contradict the initial covering assumption. 
Hence, if Y covers X, IYI = 1x1 5 1. 0 
As direct corollaries of this fundamental theorem, we have: 
Corollary 2.6. Let Z be closed. 
(a) If Y 6 s Z, then Y is closed and Y 2 Z. 
(b) If Yl+:,Z and Y,-$Z, then there exists X such thut X+,Yl and X-$Y,. 
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Proof. (a) Y GgZ and Z closed imply Z rl G,(Y) C Y c Z, so Y.cp CX and X C X. 
(b) By (a) above, Y, and Y2 are closed and contained in Z. Let Y, = Z - {p}, 
Y2 = Z - {q}, where p # q. By Theorem 2.5(a), p $! Yl.cp,q $4 Y~.(P, 
Let X = Y, - {q} = ,Y2 - {p} = Z - {p,q}. 
(We must still show that X < ~ Y, and X d ,Y2 .) Suppose q E Xcp, but since X & Y2, 
we have q E Y2.q contradicting the observation above. So q $! _X.cp and similarly 
p $X.cp. So X<,Yl and X<,Yl, and since (X U {q}).(p = Y,.cpCX.(p U {q}, these 
are covers. 0 
Corollary 2.7. Let Y+, Z. 
(a) If Z = Y U {p}, then both Y and Z are closed. 
(b) If Z = Y - {p}, then Z is not closed. 
Although we will not establish that (2U , <<,) is a lattice until the following section, 
we would observe that the interval [0, U] consisting of those subsets Y < e U are pre- 
cisely the closed subsets of U, by Corollary 2.6(a). Moreover they constitute a lower 
semi-modular sublattice as asserted by 2.6(b) and Theorem 3.3 in [6]. 
3. Generators and lattices 
Let Z be any set closed with respect to cp. By a generator of Z, denoted Z.gen,, we 
mean a minimal set Y such that Y.cp = Z. With a slight abuse of notation, we shall use 
the expression Y.gen, with arbitrary Y, with the understanding that if Y is not closed, 
this means Y.cp.gen,. Moreover, we will normally omit the subscript 40. 
Readily, if cp satisfies the (C5) closure property, then the generators of closed sets 
are unique. (Because, if Yl and Y2 are distinct minimal sets such that Yl.cp = Z = Yz.cp, 
then (Y, fl Y,).cp = Z, contradicting minimality.) This is the reason we call it the unique 
generation property. Clearly we have the equivalent definition 
Z.gen, = r){K c U1yi.q = z.~p}. (3) 
Lemma 3.1. Zf cp is uniquely generated, and if Z # 8 is closed, 
(a) p E Z.gen if and only if Z - {p} is closed, in which case Z.gen - {p} C(Z - 
{pI).gen, 
(b) p, q E Z.gen implies there exist closed sets Y,, Yy C Z such that p E Y,, q E Y, 
and P # Y,,q G YP; 
(c) if 0.q = 0, there exists p E Z such that {p} is closed. 
Proof. (a) Let p E Z.gen. If (Z - {p}).cp = Z, then ((Z - {p}) n Z.gen).q = Z 
contradicting minimality of Z.gen. And if p $ Z.gen, but Z - {p} is closed, we have 
Z.gen.cp C Z - {p} # Z.cp, also a contradiction. 
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Let Y be a generator for Z - {p}, so Z - {p} is the smallest closed set containing 
Y. (Y U { p}).q = Z.cp = Z is the smallest closed set containing both Y and p. Hence, 
by unique generation and minimality of Z.gen, Z.gen C Y U {p}, or Z.gen - {p} C 
(Z - {p)).gen. 
(b) follows directly from (a). Let Y, = Z - {q}, Y, = Z - {p}. 
(c) follows from (a) using induction on ]Z]. The condition is necessary to ensure 
that Z.gen # 0. Cl 
In light of the preceding lemma, those points p E Z.gen could be called the extreme 
points of Z, with the set Z.gen itself called the minimal spanning set [7] or basis [ 151 
of Z. We prefer the term ‘generator’ because it has fewer other associations. 
Lemma 3.2. Zf cp is uniquely generated, then 
(a) X C Y implies X n Y.gen CXgen. 
(b) (X U Y).gen CX.gen U Y.gen. 
(c) Xgen fl Y.gen 2(X n Y).gen. 
Proof. (a) Let p E XnY.gen. By Lemma 3.1, Y.cp-{p} is closed, and (Y-{p}).gen = 
Y.gen - {p}. Suppose p 6 Xgen, then 
X.gen.q U (Y.gen - {p}).q = Xcp U Y.cp - {p} 
= Y.cp C(Xgen U (Y - {p}).gen).cp. 
And, (Xgen U (Y - {p}).gen).cp C Y.qo. Thus by unique generation property, 
((Xgen U Y.gen - {p}) fl Y.gen).cp = Y.cp, contradicting the minimality of Y.gen. 
(b) Let p E (X U Y).gen implying (X U Y).q - {p} is closed, and that 
(XUY-{p}).gen = (XUY).gen-{p}. We claim that p EXUY, else (XUY).cp-{p} 
is the smallest closed set containing X and Y, a contradiction. 
Assume p E X, but p $2 Xgen. One contradicts the minimality of (X U Y).gen with 
an argument virtually identical to (b) above. 
(c) Similar. 0 
Finally, to characterize those sets of elements F with the same closure, and generator, 
in terms of the induced order 6,,_ we have 
Lemma 3.3. Suppose Y is not closed, and that 69~ denotes the poset 
{KIY.cp<,Yi<,,Y.cp.gen}, 
with induced order Go. Then 93~ % B, (boolean algebra on n elements), where 
n = IY.qJ - 1 Y.q.genl, and X 5 Y in B, if and only if Y CA’. 
Proof. By Corollary 2.7, no set in 99r, except Y.cp, is closed; yi.cp = Y.cp; and 
all covering relationships Yi<‘?Yk are of the form Yk = Yi - {p}. Consequently, 
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Vp E Yi - Y.cp.gen,K+,K - {q}. (If p E Y.cp.gen then (Yi - {p}).cp # Y.cp by the 
definition of gen.) 
Hence, ar consists of all subsets of Y.cp containing Y.cp.gen, ordered by inverse 
inclusion, 2. 0 
Or equivalently, any interval [Y.cp, Y.gen] in (2U, <,) is a boolean algebra. 
If we confine our attention to just closed sets Z, it is easy to show that the height 
(cardinality of a maximal irreducible chain) is IZ], as shown in Theorem 2.2 [7]. We, 
however, want a height function for all subsets in 2”, for which the above will be a 
special case. 
Theorem 3.4. Let ht(Y) denote the length n of a maximal irreducible chain 
Yo+,Y1 +qY2-Xc.. . -C,Yn = Y, 
then ht(Y) = 2 . (Y.cpl - IYI 1 IYol, and ht is a grading of (2’, <,). In particular, iJ 
YO = 0.q = 0, then ht(Y) = 2. IY.cpl - IYI. 
Proof. We prove the special case because it is the more important and because the 
extra machinery needed for the general case tends to obscure the proof structure, even 
though it is easy to add. We run an induction on ht(Y). 
Let ht(Y) = 0, implying Y = 8, Y.cp = 8, and 2 . 101 - 101 = 0. 
Let ht(Y) = 1, so k,Y. By Theorem 2.5, Y = {p} and (8U{p}).q~Q).qU{p} or 
{ p}.cp G(p) (establishing that only closed singleton sets cover 0) so I Y.cpl = 1 Y I = 1, 
and ht(Y) = 2. IY.cpl - IY( = 1. 
Assume the induction hypothesis is true for VX such that ht(X) < n, and let 
ht(Y) = n. 
(1) Y is closed: By Corollary 2.6(a) VX-$Y, X is closed, Y = X U {p}, and 
ht(Y) = 2. IY.cpl - IYI 
= 2. (IX.(pj + 1) - (IX] + 1) 
= 2. IY.cpl - /xi+ 1 
= ht(X) + 1. 
(2) Y is not closed: Observe that by Corollary 2.7, we must have Y =X - {p} (or 
X = Y U {p}), p E Y.cp, and IYI = 1x1 - 1. 
(2a) X.cp = Y.cp: In this case, X E .%9r the boolean algebra of Lemma 3.3, and 
ht(X) + 1 = 2. /x.cpJ - 1x1 + 1 
= 2. JY.cpl - IYJ 
= ht(Y). 
(2b) Xcp # Y.cp: Since X = Y U {p} and p E Y.cp, X.cp # Y.cp implies p E 
Y.cp.gen. By Lemma 3.1(a), X.cp U {p} is closed, and so X.cp U {p} = Y.qo implying 
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]Y.cp( = (Xcp] + 1. Consequently, 
ht(X) + 1 = 2 Ix.cpl - ix/+ 1 
=2.(]Y.cp]-l)-(]YI+l)+l 
= 2. IY.cp] - ]Y]. 0 
As noted earlier, Edelman [6], Edelman and Jamison [7], and the author [18] have 
shown that the closed sets of U, partially ordered by inclusion, form a lattice and 
have discussed it in some detail. We have observed that the partial ordering on 2’ 
developed by Adachi [l] yields only a semi-lattice. A major result of this paper is the 
demonstration that for any uniquely generated closure, cp, the partial ordering of 2’ 
defined by (1) is in fact a lattice. 
Theorem 3.5. Zf cp is 
inj(& ) . . ..X.) = 
uniquely generated then (2”, G,,~) is a lattice with 
[ fJWi.q)n (UX)] U (?(d.v)).gen- 
Proof. Let I = [(nix,.q) n (IJixi)l u(niX;JPkW. 
We claim z.cp = niXi.(p because: (a) (n,Xi.cp).gen.V = n;&4? and (b) the latter 
intersection of closed sets is closed, SO that, (nixi.cp).cp = nixi+ From (b) we have 
that 
which combined with (a) yields I.9 C n,Xi.cp. On the other hand, because 
(ni&cp).genCZ we have n,&.rpCZ.cp. 
We must show that ‘dk,Z 9,X, (or &nZ.(p C Z C&.(p). The first containment follows 
from & n I.9 = & n (nixi.cp) C UkXk n (nixj.q) &Z. The second containment is 
immediate, because niXi. f’ (UiXi) CXi.(p and (niXl.cp).gen & niXi.q GXi.Cp. 
Suppose that for all k, Y < (p &, then Y d c Z because: 
(a) jr,nY(p C Y implies [Uk&nnk&.q]nYq C Y. And, since Y cI&.cp,Vk implies 
Y.cp C niXi.cp, we have by Lemma 3.2(a), Y.cp n (niX,.cp).gen C Y.cp.gen C Y. So, Z n 
Y.cp c Y. 
(b) Y c&q, Vk implies Y c nk &.q = Z.cp. 
Having demonstrated that the inf operator exists, we need only establish the existence 
of a maximal element. We claim it is U.gen. Let XC U. Again by Lemma 3.2(a), 
X.cp n U.gen C(Xcp).gen GX. And, readily XC U.gen.cp = U, so Xd,U.gen. 0 
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Note that the dominant term of this inf operator, commonly denoted by A, is n,/r;.cp, 
as one might expect. In the next section, we will give examples which require its restric- 
tion to U,Xi to keep the inf within the original set, and which require its augmentation 
to include the generators, (n, Xi.cp).gen. Finally, we observe that X n Y LX A Y. 
The lattice (2U , <<,) (as described in Theorem 3.5) we call the closure lattice in- 
duced by cp, or more simply the closure lattice. 
4. Examples 
In this section, we examine two representative closure lattices. First, let 
U = {a,b,c,d}. The 16 subsets of 2” and their closures have been listed in Table 1. 
The reader can verify that cp so defined on this small set really is a closure operator, 
and that it is uniquely generated. The resulting closure lattice, 9, is shown in Fig. 1. 
This figure illustrates several of the results of the preceding sections. The interval 
[S, {abed}] consists precisely of the closed subsets of U, and is lower semi-modular 
as required by Corollary 2.6. (In this case it is actually distributive.) This sublattice has 
Table I 
A closure, cp, on lJ = {a, b, c, d}. 
X 
X.9 
X 
X.cp 
X 
X.cp 
X 
x4 
0 
1:) 
{abed} 
{be) 
{abc} 
{abdl 
{abed} 
{ab) 
{ab) 
{bdl 
{abed} 
{acd l 
{abed} 
{bl 
{ab) 
{ac) 
IaCl 
{cd) 
{abed} 
{bed} 
{abed} 
{cl 
:a;: 
{abed} 
{abcl 
{abc) 
{abed} 
{abed} 
d 
. . . . 
‘.._ 
. . 
‘_ 
._ 
‘. 
‘. 
‘~ 
‘.., 
‘. 
‘. ‘. bed “.I., ‘. I ., ‘_ ;V.I 
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Fig. 1. Closure lattice, given closure rp above. 
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b 
Fig. 2. An acyclic graph r 
been drawn with solid lines for emphasis. However, the entire lattice is not lower semi- 
modular, because { bc} covers both {b} and {c}, but neither covers {b} A {c} = {u}. 
Nor is it upper semi-modular. 
The subsets {b}, {c}, {bc}, and {d} are generators for the closed sets {ab}, {UC}, 
{ubc}, and {&cd}, respectively; while {u} is its own generator. Except for the element 
{bed}, the boolean algebra comprising the interval [{&cd}, {d}] (Lemma 3.3) has 
been only schematically indicated as an ellipse to avoid useless clutter. 
Observe, that in {b} A {c}, the term [({b}.cp n {c}.cp)fl ({b} U {c})] = 0. So, in this 
case, {b} A {c} = ({b}.cp n {c}.cp).gen, as required in Theorem 3.5. 
The preceding closure operator was defined ex cathedra. More often they are derived 
from some underlying relationships or properties of U. On any given universe U of 
n points there are a wealth of distinct closure operators, as we will show in the next 
section. If U is a partially ordered set, then there are at least 3 natural closure operators 
corresponding to left ideals, right ideals, and convex intervals. 5 For example, if one 
defines a left ideal closure 
y.cp = {xl(3_Y (5 Y)[X6YlI 
on the 7 point graph of Fig. 2 one obtains the somewhat more complex 
of Fig. 3 which we will use to motivate the results of the following 
again, the sublattice of closed sets, or interval [@I, U], has been indicated 
closure lattice 
section. Here 
by solid lines, 
while the boolean algebras, B, = [X.cp,X.gen], have been denoted by dotted ‘ellipses’. 
Only a few of the covering relationships between ‘adjacent’ closure-generator intervals 
have been shown. The compression of a closure lattice with 2’ = 128 elements into 
just 17 closure-generator pairs facilitates an efficient computer representation of closure 
spaces and their lattices. In light of (1) and (3), a more compressed representation of 
just the closed sets is also sufficient; but for many applications it is computationally 
more expensive. 
These are not the only closures on 7 points. Clearly the arbitrary distribution of 
n points in a Euclidean d-space gives rise to many different convex geometries, e.g. 
consider the convex sets in 2-space determined by the spatial position of the 7 points in 
5 Many would call these ‘upper’ and ‘lower’ ideals, but when the base universe is ordered, the author orients 
it from let? to right for illustrative purposes in order to minimize confusion with the closure lattice order, 
which is oriented top down. 
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Fig. 3. Closure lattice associated with r. 
Fig. 2. And convex geometries may be generated by undirected graphs with appropriate 
properties, e.g. block [14] or geodesic graphs [8]. 
Processes can also give rise to uniquely generated closures. Both [15] and [5] enu- 
merate various shelling processes that give rise to matroids which satisfy the exchange 
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property, anti-matroids which satisfy the unique generation property, and greedoids 
(from greedy algorithms) that generalize both. 
Some applications have both graph and shelling aspects. For example, one may 
regard the universe as consisting of the set E of edges of a directed graph, rather than its 
points or vertices. Then one can recursively define the transitive closure of E on P by 
E.cp = {W)l(3y # x E P)[k Y) 6 ~5 (Y,z) E -01). 
This corresponds to the customary transitive closure, or path, relation. After verifying 
the three basic closure axioms, one shows 
Lemma 4.1. If E.cp is a partial order of P then cp is uniquely generated. 
Proof. Let E,.cp = Ez.cp and let them be a partial order on P so that El,,.cp = E.cpl,, 
where P’ c P is also a partial order. The lemma is easily verified for any E on small, 
finite sets P, so inductively assume it is true for all P’ c P. 
Readily, (El f~E&p C El.cp, so we need only show the other containment to establish 
unique generation. Let (x,z) E El .cp implying 3yi E P, yl # x such that (x, yi ) E El, 
(y,,z) E El.cp. If (x, yi) E E2 we will be done because, first (x, ~1) E El n E2 and, 
second, E.cp a partial order implies E.cplp_tx) = EIP-fx).~, so (yl,z) E El.cp implies 
(yi,z) E (El fl E~).(P. These together imply (x,z) E (El n E~).cp. 
But (x, yi) need not be an element of E2. Then (x, yt ) E El implies (x, yi) E E2.q 
(since El.cp = E~.cp). So 3~2 # x and yz # yi (since E2.q is a partial order) such 
that (x,y2) E E~,(y~,yi) E E2.q. If (x,y2) E El nE2, we are done, using the argument 
above. If not, 3ys # x, y3 # y2, yi such that (x, y3) E El, (~3, ~2) E El .cp, etc. In this 
manner we generate a descending sequence of points 
X ...Yi, Yi-l,....YZ, YI 
where for even i, (yi+l, yi) E El, (yi, yI_ 1) E E2. This sequence has a minimal element 
y, for which (x, y) E El n E2. 0 
Now, by Lemma 3.1(a) one can delete any edge from E.gen to yield a new poset on 
P with exactly one less edge. This shelling technique has been employed in [4] to 
generate sequences of posets with n elements. 
El: - 
E2: <_ _ _ _ _ _ 
Fig. 4. A graph r which is not uniquely generated by transitive closure 
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To see that the condition of Lemma 4.1 cannot be relaxed, consider a directed 
Peterson graph, as shown in Fig. 4 in which El is denoted by solid edges, Ez is 
denoted by dashed edges. Readily, El.cp = Ez.cp, yet El n E2 = 8. Both El and E2 are 
minimal generators of this cyclic order. 
5. Lattice structure of non-closed subsets 
The structure of the closed sets of any U with respect to a uniquely generated closure 
cp is well known. They constitute a lower semi-modular sublattice of 9 comprising 
interval [0, U], in which the partial order is subset inclusion, cf. [7], or Corollaries 2.6, 
2.7 of the Fundamental Covering Theorem. These can be restated in terms of X - {p} 
rather than X U { p}. 
Lemma 5.1. Let cp be uniquely generated: 
(a) X +p X - {p} if and only if p E (X - { p}).cp. 
(b) Zf X is closed, then 
X - {p} + X if and only if p # (X - {p}).cp. 
(c) Zf X is not closed, then 
X - {p} +a X if and only if (X - {p}).(p -$ X.cp. 
(d) Zf X is closed, then either 
x + x - {p} or x - {p} -$ x. 
We now want to uncover the structural relationships between non-closed elements 
(sets of U). We know that for any X, the interval [X.cp, X.gen] is isomorphic to 
the boolean algebra B, (Lemma 3.3), but this provides no information regarding the 
structure between elements in distinct intervals. 
Our goal is to show that these [closed set, generator] boolean algebras are stacked, 
in increasing size, with a covering structure that echoes that of the closed sets which 
constitute their least elements; that is, the shape of the closure lattices shown in Fig. 1 
and 3 is not accidental. We begin with 
Lemma 5.2. Let Xl be closed in (U, cp) and let 21 = Xl.gen. Let X2 +s Xl (so 
X2 = X, - {p} is also closed) and let Z2 = Xz.gen. Then for all Y2 E [X2,22], there 
exists a unique Yl E [X,,Z,] such that YZ 4. YI. 
Moreover, Yl = Y2 U {p}, and Yl = Xl - 6 where 6 = X2 - Y2. 
Proof. By Theorem 2.5, p 6 X2.41. By Lemma 3.1(a) p E XI = Xl.gen and 
Z1 - {p} G Z2. Given Y2 E [X2,22], let Yt = Y2 U{ p}. We first claim that YI E [Xl, Zl], 
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or equivalently (Yg U { p}).cp = Xl. Because Z2 C Y2 & Xz, because X2 U {p} = Xl, and 
because Zi - {p} C Zz, this follows easily. 
We next claim that Y2-$Y,. Yz <,Yi because p # Yz.cp = X~.(P. Moreover, 
(X2 U {p}).cp C Yz.cp U {p} =X2 U {p} = XI. So by Theorem 2.5, it is a cover. 
Finally, let Y’ E [Xi,Zt]. A corollary to Theorem 2.5 is that all covering relationships 
involve exactly one point, so Y’ = YlU{q}. If q # p then Y’ E [Xi,Zt] implies q E Xl, 
which in turn implies q E X2 = Y~.v, thereby contradicting (again by Theorem 2.5) 
that Y2 < ,,9Y’. Cl 
It can be instructive to fill in some of the missing covering relationships of Fig. 3 
that are asserted by this lemma. For example, the closed element {abd} is covered 
by {abed} and {abdf} (with 6 = {c} and {f} respectively). Consequently, {d} is 
covered by {cd} (which is shown) and {df} E [abu’f,f] (which is not), respec- 
tively. Following are two direct corollaries of this lemma. The first is virtually trivial. 
The second, which generalizes the structure between elements in different [closed set, 
generator] intervals, is fundamental. We call it the Fundamental Structure Theorem, or 
FST. 
Corollary 5.3. Let X < .Y, then [X.cp,Xgen] ” B, and [ Y.cp, Y.gen] E B, where 
m<n. 
Theorem 5.4 (Fundamental Structure Theorem). Let X.cp f o Y.cp and let X E [X.cp, 
X.gen]. There exists a unique Y E [Y.cp, Y.gen] such that X d,,Y, where Y is min- 
imal w. r. t. < v1 (maximal w. r. t. C). Moreover Y = X U A where A = Y.cp - X.cp and 
Y = Y.cp - 6 where 6 = X.cp - X. 
The FST, which is shown by a simple induction argument, asserts the existence of 
sets above any given set in the closure lattice 9. For example, consider X = {ad} E 
[abd,d] in Fig. 3. Since {abd} d,{abcde}, this theorem asserts that X<,Y = {acf} 
with 6 = {b} and A = {cf}. Th e unique existence of these elements can be crucial 
in arguments regarding the continuity of discrete operators, an issue which is not 
considered in this paper. 
Because a closure lattice can be regarded as a nested collection of boolean algebras, 
that are themselves partially ordered by increasing size, it is possible to explicitly 
characterize all closure operators on n points. Since each of the 21t’ elements of a 
closure lattice over U belong to some boolean algebra Bk, we have 
Lemma 5.5. Let cp be any uniquely generated closure operator on U, with n = 1151. 
Let ak denote the number of [closed set, generator] intervals isomorphic to Bk, then 
a0 2O + ai .2’ + “. + a,_1 .2”-’ + a, 2” = 2”. (4) 
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Table 2 
Enumeration of distinct characteristic traces of n point closures. 
n All closures 
Closures with 
0.cp = 0 
3 10 6 
4 36 26 
5 202 166 
6 1828 1626 
7 21338 25 510 
8 692 004 664 666 
9 30 251722 29559718 
The sequence (a~, al,. . . , a,,) of non-negative integers can be regarded as a partition of 
2”. We call it the characteristic trace of cp on 17. Readily, (a) a, # 0 if and only if 
ak = 0 for all k < n, in which case cp is the trivial closure X.cp = U for all X C U, and 
U.gen = 8; (b) a0 denotes the number of closed sets which are their own generators; 
(c) a0 # 0 if and only if 0.cp = 0; (d) a0 must be even; and (e) c ak denotes the 
total number of closed subsets of U with respect to cp. We observe in passing that (c) 
and (d) together imply Lemma 3.1(c). 
One can recursively generate all distinct closure traces, because if (ao, . . . , a.& 1, ak, . . , 
a,) is a characteristic closure trace, then (ao,. . . ,2.. .ak-l,ak - 1,. . .,a,) is a trace as 
well. Using a simple program that generates all traces in lexicographic order and counts 
them, one obtains Table 2. The second column enumerates all closure traces on n points, 
the third column those with a0 # 0, or by the observation above 0.~ = 8. (For it > 9, 
these values exceed the length of a long integer on the computer used to generate 
the table.) As mentioned earlier, there exist many different closures on a space of n 
points. 
Given any arbitrary n point closure trace, such as the traces (20,2,2,0,0,0) or 
(8,0,4,3,1,0,1,0) (the trace of Fig. 3), one can generate actual closure spaces with 
these characteristics. That is, 
Theorem 5.6. Let (ao,al,. . . , a,,_ 1, a,,) be any sequence of non-negative integers such 
that Ci=, ak.2 k - n There exists a closure operator cp on U, 2. 1 UI = n, for which 
trace(q) = (ao,...,a,). 
Proof. This is most easily demonstrated by a procedure which actually generates the 
closure operator cp, or more precisely a collection of [closed set, generator] pairs which 
defines the operator. In our implementation, points are lowercase letters, a, b, c, . . . , z, 
and point sets are lexicographically ordered strings of distinct points. Therefore the 
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function first-points is well defined; it returns a point set consisting of the first j points 
according to this arbitrary order. 
generate (int n, int a[ I, point-set U> 
Given n and a[O], . a[n]. generate the closure 
pairs of the corresponding closure over U. 
point P 
int i, j, k 
set closed, closure_def 
point-set new-cl, new-gen, old-cl, old-gen 
list queue 
closed = empty-set 
k=n 
if a[k] = 0 
decrement k until a[kl ! = 0 
new-cl = U 
new-gen = first-points (j , new-cl > 
insert new-cl into closed 
add (new-cl, newgen) to queue 
insert (new-cl, new_gen) into closure_def 
while queue is not empty do 
remove (old-cl, old_genI from queue 
for each p in old-gen do 
if a[k] = 0 
decrement k until aCk1 != 0 
new-cl = old-cl - {p} 
if new-cl not in closed 
{ (old-cl, old_gen) covers a boolean 
interval (new-cl, new_gen) which 
is isomorphic to B[n]. 
insert new-cl into closed 
j = size-of (new-cl) - k 
new-gen = first-points (j, new-cl) 
add (new-cl, new_gen) to queue 
insert (new-cl, new_gen) into closure_def 
decrement a [k] 
return closure_def 
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Fig. 5. Closure lattice with trace (20,2,2,0,0,0) returned by the procedure generate. 
To show that the algorithm is correct, one need only show that for closed X, if 
p E Xgen then X covers X - {p}. But this follows directly from Lemma 5.1(b). Cl 
Fig. 5 illustrates the closure lattice corresponding to the set of closure pairs 
{ [X.cp,X.gen]} returned by the generate procedure when given the trace (20,2,2,0,0,0). 
Unfortunately, trace sequences satisfying (4) do not uniquely characterize closure 
lattices. Consider the lattice of Fig. 6(b) which also has the trace (20,2,2,0,0,0) and 
compare it with Fig. 5. Fig. 6(b) is obtained from the graph to its left, using a convex 
interval closure 6 
~cP={xlyl<x<y2, where yl,y2 E Y}. 
Consequently, Table 2 only can be regarded as providing a lower bound on the number 
of distinct closure operators, and closure lattices, on n points. 
6 Called order convex in [13] and [7] 
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Fig. 6. Closure lattice with trace (20,2,2,0,0,0) induced by convex interval closure on (a) 
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